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Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 1 Area: 30 m2 Type: Lifestyle
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$360,000

Escape to your own secluded wilderness cabin retreat in Lower Beulah, where 75 acres of untouched bushland await on 2

titles - 25 acres and 50 acres. This property offers the perfect sanctuary for those seeking a weekend rustic getaway

surrounded by nature's raw beauty.  Nestled within this rugged landscape is a charming 1 bedroom cabin. Step inside to

find a cozy kitchen, bedroom and lounging area, complete with a fireplace for chilly evenings. A cleverly placed toilet adds

convenience without compromising the cabin's rustic charm while you stay for the night.Outside, a sprawling covered

BBQ area doubles as a carport, providing shelter for your vehicle and a space to dine alfresco amidst the wilderness.

Additional storage/workshop is provided by 3 x 20ft containers, with one equipped with a vanity, shower, and toilet

facilities, offering a touch of comfort among nature.  Live off grid with eco-friendly features including a 5000 litre water

tank and a 200w solar system with battery backup. Embrace sustainable living while still enjoying modern comforts such

as a gas fridge and TV reception.  Zoned Rural Resource - Primary Production.Cabin - Not Council ApprovedExplore the

vast expanse of your surroundings, with seasonal creek leading to tranquil dam. Whether you're simply taking in the

sights and sounds of nature, there's plenty to discover right on your doorstep.Conveniently located just a short drive from

Sheffield, Railton, with Latrobe, Devonport, and Launceston within easy commuting, this property offers both seclusion

and accessibility. Whether you're seeking a weekend retreat, this Lower Beulah wilderness rural resources block

promises an unforgettable experience amidst the untamed beauty of the bush.Don't miss the opportunity to make this

secluded cabin weekender to visit on your days off! Call today to arrange a private inspection. "Roberts Real Estate has

made all reasonable efforts to obtain information regarding this property from industry and government sources that are

deemed to be both reliable and factual; however, we cannot guarantee their complete accuracy in every instance. 

Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out their own investigations to ensure the property satisfies their

suitability/usage requirements. All measurements and boundary lines are approximate."


